New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?: How the Joint Pursuit of Social and Financial Goals Challenges Traditional Organizational Designs Julie Battilana Associate Professor of Business Administration Harvard Business School jbattilana@hbs.edu Michael Fuerstein Assistant Professor of Philosophy St. Olaf College fuerstei@stolaf.edu Mike Lee Ph.D. Candidate in Management Harvard Business School milee@hbs.edu (The authors' names are listed alphabetically. All were equal contributors.) Abstract: Some interesting exceptions notwithstanding, the traditional logic of economic efficiency has long favored hierarchical forms of organization and disfavored democracy in business. What does the balance of arguments look like, however, when values besides efficient revenue production are brought into the picture? The question is not hypothetical: In recent years, an ever increasing number of corporations have developed and adopted socially responsible behaviors, thereby hybridizing aspects of corporate businesses and social organizations. We argue that the joint pursuit of financial and social objectives warrants significant rethinking of organizational democracy's merits compared both to hierarchy and to non-democratic alternatives to hierarchy. In making this argument, we draw on an extensive literature review to document the relative lack of substantive discussion of organizational democracy since 1960. And we draw lessons from political theory, suggesting that the success of political democracy in integrating diverse values offers some grounds for asserting parallel virtues in the business case. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" Contents Introduction ............................................................................................................................... 1 Section 1: The notion of democracy in organization theory ..................................................... 2 A. The dominance of organizational hierarchies ...................................................................................... 2 B. Democracy in organization theory: A dormant topic ......................................................................... 3 C. Democracy in organizations in recent decades: A multi-dimensional concept ............................... 4 (i). Decision rights ..................................................................................................................................... 4 (ii). Organizational culture ....................................................................................................................... 5 (iii). Ownership stakes .............................................................................................................................. 5 Section 2: The rise of alternatives to hierarchies ....................................................................... 6 A. From structural to psychological empowerment ................................................................................. 7 B. The rise of market-oriented notions of organizational design ........................................................... 7 Section 3: Is now a turning point?: Changes in the objectives of organizations ...................... 8 Section 4: A renewed case for organizational democracy ....................................................... 10 A. The success of political democracies in integrating diverse values ................................................. 10 (i). Structural representation of diverse values .................................................................................... 10 (ii). Deliberative culture .......................................................................................................................... 11 (iii). Public point of view ........................................................................................................................ 12 B. Pursuing lessons from the deliberative political model in business ................................................ 13 Section 5: Challenges for the model and future research directions ...................................... 18 A. Challenges ................................................................................................................................................ 19 (i). Can organizations that adopt a deliberative democratic approach achieve sufficient efficiency to compete in the marketplace? .......................................................................................... 19 (ii). Can democratic cultures be created and maintained in organizations? .................................... 19 (iii). Can democratic organizing scale? ................................................................................................. 20 B. The role of technology ........................................................................................................................... 22 C. Generalizability ........................................................................................................................................ 23 Conclusion ............................................................................................................................... 24 References ............................................................................................................................... 25 Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 1 Introduction For an extended period during the first half of the 20th century, industrial democracy was a vibrant movement, with ideological and organizational ties to a thriving unionism.1 In 2015, however, things look different. While there are instances of democracy in the business landscape, hierarchical forms of organization remain dominant and organizational democracy commands only scant attention in organizational theory. The precise reasons for this trend are undoubtedly complex and bridge economic, sociological, and psychological concerns. Nonetheless, a key indicator of this trend is the dominance of the view of organizational economists that hierarchy outperforms non-hierarchical alternatives (including democracy) on grounds of economic efficiency across a wide range of contexts (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1981; Ouchi, 1980). The underrepresentation of democratic models compared to hierarchy would thus seem to reflect, in part, a triumph of this economic logic (e.g., Hansmann, 1996). What does the balance of arguments look like, however, when values besides efficient revenue production are brought into the picture? The question is not hypothetical: In recent years, an ever increasing number of corporations have developed and adopted socially responsible behaviors, thereby hybridizing aspects of corporate businesses and social organizations (Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Kanter, 2009; Porter & Kramer, 2011). Particularly striking is the marked growth of social enterprises, which adopt a social mission as their principal objective but sustain themselves through commercial activities (Battilana and Lee, 2014; Battilana, 2015). This deliberate integration of social concerns into the value proposition of businesses – be they corporate businesses or social enterprises – is notable in its own right as a challenge to conventional conceptions of what the very practice of business is about. It is also notable, from an organizational point of view, insofar as it raises questions about what model is best suited to the integration of non-financial concerns. Does the joint pursuit of commercial and social objectives require new ways of organizing? In this essay we argue that it does. Or at least – to put our thesis in more measured terms – we argue that the joint pursuit of financial and social objectives warrants significant rethinking of organizational democracy's merits compared both to hierarchy and to non-democratic alternatives to hierarchy. In making this argument, we draw on some parallels with political democracy: the success of political democracy as a model for integrating diverse values offers some grounds for thinking about parallel virtues in the business case. Our goal is not to offer any general prescription for organizational democracy at this stage but, instead, to argue that the merits of more democratic models of organizing deserve significant reevaluation in the context of organizations pursuing multiple objectives. 1 We are grateful to David Courpasson, Jean-Claude Thoenig, and Jeffrey Moriarty for their thoughtful comments on earlier drafts of this paper. We would also like to thank participants from the third meeting of the Society for Progress for valuable discussion. Finally, we owe a significant debt to Shiya Wang and Marissa Kimsey, for their assistance in preparing the manuscript and conducting background research. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 2 We proceed, first, by drawing on an extensive literature review to assess the way in which organizational democracy has been conceptualized in recent decades, and to document the relative lack of substantive discussion about it in comparison with some other alternatives to hierarchy. We then characterize the recent surge of socially engaged models of enterprise and press the case that this turning point warrants reconsideration of the merits of organizational democracy. We close with some reflections on the future prospects of the democratic model and the limitations of our argument. Section 1: The notion of democracy in organization theory Any exploration of democratic models of organization must begin with the understanding that hierarchy has been and remains the dominant form of organizing (Gruenfeld & Tiedens, 2010; Pfeffer, 2013). Organizational hierarchies are organized around two main principles: first, vertical differentiation of responsibilities and second, authority that is vested in one's hierarchical position and gives one the authority to direct, manage, reward, and punish those who hold roles below one's position in the organizational hierarchy (Jaques, 1996; Weber, 1947). In contrast, as we detail below, organizational democracy is a flatter organizational form that is characterized by greater decision rights for employees, a special kind of organizational culture, and the possibility of employee ownership. A. The dominance of organizational hierarchies The classic statement of hierarchy's rise came from Weber (1947) who saw hierarchy as a distinctly rational organizational form that enabled efficiency and operational scale. In further exploring why organizational hierarchies have become dominant, scholars across economic, sociological, and psychological disciplines have advanced a number of distinct arguments. First, economists in the transaction cost tradition have famously argued that in the presence of human bounded rationality and opportunism, hierarchies enable firms to minimize transaction costs and maximize efficiency (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1981; Jaques, 1996; Simon, 1947, Ouchi, 1980; Pfeffer, 2013; Martin et al., 2013; Zeitoun et al., 2014). Relatedly, a second line of argument posits that hierarchies align with basic psychological drives towards status orderings (Gruenfeld & Tiedens, 2010; Pfeffer, 2013). Such arguments build on research showing that status orderings emerge spontaneously in groups and that such orderings are functional and even evolutionarily adaptive (Báles et al., 1951; Slater, 1955; Gould, 2003). A third line of reasoning, which is rooted in organizational sociology, argues that organizations adopt hierarchy not so much out of concerns for efficiency but rather to be regarded as legitimate in their field of activity (Meyer & Rowan, 1977; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). According to this line of thinking, organizational hierarchies are socially shared structures that have become so ingrained in Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 3 the daily life of organizations that they are taken-for-granted. This makes it difficult to change them even when there is a desire and a reason to do so. Still, despite the dominance of organizational hierarchy, organization scholars have long documented its limitations, and argued for alternatives (e.g., McGregor, 1960; Ouchi & Jaeger, 1978). In particular, there has been a growing call for "flatter" organizational designs that are intended to create a more flexible organization built on individual autonomy (Malone, 2004; Hamel, 2007). Yet surprisingly – as we discuss below – most of the discourse on alternative ways of organizing does not substantially invoke notions of democracy. B. Democracy in organization theory: A dormant topic In an effort to better understand the role of democracy in organizations, we conducted a systematic literature review of articles from peer-reviewed journals as well as a few of the leading practitioner journals.2 We began by conducting a broad search of the following 27 search terms to capture alternatives to hierarchical models of organizing: democracy, corporate democracy, democratic, worker democracy, workplace democracy, worker ownership, economic democracy, industrial democracy, self-management, democratic management, democratic decision-making, democratic governance, democratic organizations, non-hierarchical management, post-bureaucratic, selfmanaged teams, self-directed work teams, self-manage, distributed authority, decentralized authority, participatory management, worker participation, empowerment, heterarchy, network organization, flat organization. The search results from three databases produced a preliminary list of 3,661 articles. After reading through the abstracts of these articles, we selected 213 of them that dealt with alternatives to typical organizational hierarchies. We also consulted with expert scholars who specialize in the study of alternatives to typical organizational hierarchies and, following their suggestions, we included 27 additional articles that are relevant to our topic, resulting in a final list of 240 articles published between 1960 and 2014. Our systematic review of these articles revealed that while calls for less hierarchical forms of organizing have been frequent, only a small minority explicitly invoke democratic notions of 2 Literature review methodology. In our effort to account for how research in organizational studies has accounted for alternatives to typical organizational hierarchies, we began by conducting a broad search in the following article databases: ABI/ProQuest, Business Source Complete, and Web of Science. We limited the search to the following 37 peer-reviewed journals: Academy of Management Journal, Academy of Management Review, Academy of Management Annals, Academy of Management Perspectives, Administrative Science Quarterly, Organization Science, Management Science, Strategic Management Journal, Organization Studies, American Sociological Review, American Journal of Sociology, Annual Review of Sociology, Social Forces, Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, Stanford Social Innovation Review, California Management Review, Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly, Voluntas, World Development, Development, Global Governance, International Studies Quarterly, American Journal of Political Science, Journal of Business Ethics, Business Ethics Quarterly, Philosophy and Public Affairs, Ethics, Journal of Applied Ethics, Episteme, Business History Review, Business History, Enterprise and Society, Human Relations, Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Journal of Business Venturing, Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal, Journal of Social Entrepreneurship. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 4 organization. Of the 240 articles in our comprehensive literature review, 47 invoke the term "democracy" or "democratic" in the abstract or title. However, upon closer inspection, of these, only 27 tackle democratic forms of organizing.3 Discourse on democracy in organizational theory has thus been relatively dormant in recent decades. C. Democracy in organizations in recent decades: A multi-dimensional concept We analyzed how democracy was discussed in the 27 articles in our review that invoke the term and induced three primary dimensions of organizational democracy: greater decision rights, democratic culture, and employee ownership. While the first two dimensions are discussed in the majority of the articles that tackle organizational democracy, the third one is discussed in only a small minority. Organizations may adopt more or less democratic arrangements on each of these dimensions, as we explain below. (i). Decision rights Nearly all of the 27 articles in our literature review invoke the term democracy as meaning, in part, the right of employees to participate in the making of decisions that affect them. More specifically, decisions rights are the legitimate entitlement to participate in and exert influence on an organization's ongoing management (Brenkert, 1992). Whereas the centralization of decision-making power characterizes hierarchies, the diffusion of decision-making power characterizes more democratic organizations (Brown, 1985; Harrison & Freeman, 2004). The specific descriptions of the contours of decision rights in organizations vary in the literature based on several dimensions, including formality – spoken or unspoken (Cafferata, 1982); scope – within the parameters of an individual's work or beyond (Petit, 1959; Ackoff, 1994); and holder – imbued to employees only or also to other stakeholders, such as suppliers and community members (Moriarty, 2010; Sankowski, 1981). While some organizations may formally grant authority to their employees to participate in decisions beyond their individual work, such as deciding on a new strategic orientation or helping select a new leader (Kerr, 2004), other organizations only give decision-making authority to their employees within the realm of their individual work. Hsieh (2005: 116) also differentiates between "the right to contest decisions" and "a right to govern economic enterprises." Grounded in Rawls's conception of justice, he argues for the right to protection from "arbitrary interference" in the workplace (Hsieh, 2008: 91). Giving some decision rights to outside 3 Others articles address democracy in unions, shareholder democracy, and even democracy in interorganizational alliances. While these are all valuable topics, our focus is on alternatives to the hierarchical structure that organizes employees and managers, that is, conceptions of workplace democracy, industrial democracy, or corporate democracy. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 5 stakeholders is yet another step, suggesting a process in which all affected parties are given a say in a deliberative process (Moriarty, 2010). (ii). Organizational culture About half of the 27 articles in our literature review that invoke the term democracy explicitly discuss the importance of norms or values that support democracy in organizations. These articles emphasize the importance of organizational culture in enabling democratic processes and systems. A democratic organizational culture creates space for discourse, deliberation, and negotiation (Slater & Bennis, 1990). Creating and maintaining such a democratic culture is particularly important for organizations as it sustains participation through an ethos that values employees as more than cogs in a machine (Cochran, 1956). Democratic cultures address the tension between individualist and community values through the idea that participation in the community is itself an important way of realizing individual potential (Manville & Ober, 2003). In democratic organizations, organizational members thus have both the right and the obligation to participate in deliberations. Interestingly, in its historical (early 20th century) form, industrial democracy arose from the need to protect the shared interests of manufacturing laborers, and thus was closely allied with collective bargaining powers and a conception of class identity (Derber, 1970). The idea thus entailed a significant cultural emphasis on group identity and, likewise, a need to negotiate individual concerns with other members of the group. While contemporary notions of organizational democracy are no longer centered in the same way around class solidarity, many invoke a notion of citizenship that involves both rights and responsibilities to the collective (Forcadell, 2005; Manville & Ober, 2003). (iii). Ownership stakes A minority of the 27 articles that invoke the notion of organizational democracy emphasize the conception of employee ownership (for examples, see Sankowski, 1981; Collins, 1995; Forcadell, 2005). While ownership may be concentrated in shareholders, it is not always the case. When ownership is not concentrated in shareholders but also includes employees, they have greater grounds for legitimate participation in organizational decisions, as well as a greater scope of interest beyond their narrowly defined roles (Sauser, 2009). When ownership stakes exist, they can facilitate and complement a broad diffusion of decision rights and a democratic organizational culture. Mondragón, like most cooperatives all over the world, is a well-known and well-documented modern example of an organization in which employees are also "joint owners" (Forcadell, 2005: 257). As cooperative members, Mondragón workers have ownership stakes in the firm. Sharing not only in decision-making of the organization, codified in the corporate management model (Flecha & Ngai, 2014), but also in profits helps Mondragón "[overcome] the capital-labor confrontation" (Forcadell, 2005: 257; for discussion of broader scale evidence of performance benefits of shared ownership, see Blasi et al., 2013). Shared ownership inflects an organization's ethos and the channels Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 6 of decision-making and conflict resolution. For example, in studying Nir taxi station in Tel Aviv, Darr (1999) describes the worker cooperative as "democratic" as all workers (also owners) elect managers for limited terms. In unpacking conflict resolution mechanisms in this cooperative, he suggests that the organization's egalitarian ethos regarding ride distribution stemmed from the founders' aim "to attribute meaning to their shared ownership of the station" (Darr, 1999: 297). Accordingly, the shared ownership structure imbued legitimacy for equity claims in the cooperative, as well as for the informal and formal manifestations of conflict and resolution. In short, notions of organizational democracy converge significantly around an organizational model involving (a) a broad diffusion of decision rights and (b) an organizational culture that entails some form of commitment to integrate individual perspectives with that of the broader organization; and finally, (c) in some cases, a broad diffusion of ownership rights. Still, conceptions of organizational democracy were a relative rarity in our literature review on alternatives to hierarchy. In contrast, as we discuss below, other alternatives to hierarchy have received more attention. Section 2: The rise of alternatives to hierarchies While hierarchy has been and continues to be the dominant form of organizing, its limitations have become increasingly acute over time, which has led to the rise of alternative forms of organizing. Three historical trends have made hierarchy's limitations particularly acute, thereby opening the door to alternatives. First, organizations today face a more dynamic, turbulent, and competitive environment than in the past, and this requires more rapidly adaptable forms of organization than hierarchies (Manz & Sims, 1984; Holland & Lockett, 1997; Ahuja & Carley, 1999; de Leede et al., 1999; Starkey et al., 2000; Ancona et al., 2002; Martin et al., 2013) that tend to create delays in the decision-making process, and limit employee morale and incentives (Kirsch et al., 2010; Hamel, 2011; Fjeldstad et al., 2012). Second, in order to adapt to today's knowledge-based economy, managers need to rely on employees to be more proactive and creative, and to solve increasingly complex, non-routine problems (Simons, 1995; Adler et al., 2008; Tangirala & Ramanujam, 2008; Kirsch et al., 2010; Bresman & Zellmer-Bruhn, 2013). Many scholars have argued that hierarchies are not suited for this set of challenges (e.g., Adler, 2001; Fjeldstad et al., 2012). Finally, the increasingly networked nature of world has made the limits of hierarchies more acute. Characterized by well-delineated boundaries, hierarchies may no longer be a viable option for organizations as the boundaries of organizations are increasingly challenged and blurred (Davis, 2010). Given these limitations, authors have set forth various alternatives to organizational hierarchies. Building on our in-depth literature review of these alternatives, in this section we analyze the conceptions of less hierarchical forms of organization that are prevalent in the organizational literature and highlight the relative scarcity of democratic forms of organizing. Indeed, as we explain below, recent conceptions of alternatives to hierarchy have tended to privilege psychological empowerment over structural empowerment and market-based designs over democratic designs. These recent trends stand in stark contrast to the relative vibrancy of the debate about workplace Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 7 democracy during the industrial democracy movement of the early 20th century. As corroborated by a Google Ngram search, the concept of industrial democracy, which enjoyed popularity in the 1910s and 1920s, has dramatically waned since. At the same time, over the last half-century, alternative conceptions of less hierarchical organizations, particularly notions of self-management, have become predominant (with a particular spike of interest in such ideas occurring in the 1980s and waning significantly thereafter). A. From structural to psychological empowerment Our literature review highlights two important trends in the recent discourse on less hierarchical organizations. First, recent discourses on empowerment and employee voice have privileged notions of psychological empowerment or making employees feel more powerful rather than formal or structural empowerment. Management literature on empowerment up until the 1980s emphasized "participative management" techniques such as quality circles, management by objectives, and goal setting by subordinates that aimed to shift formal decision-making authority within the organization (Conger & Kanungo, 1988; Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Kanter, 1979). However, beginning in the late 1980s, more psychological or interpretive concepts of empowerment entered the discourse. These authors argued that empowerment is not so much a matter of formal authority within an organization but is instead primarily a feature of individuals' experience or interpretation of their environment that affects their sense of self-efficacy or motivation within the organization (Conger & Kanungo, 1988; Thomas & Velthouse, 1990; Spreitzer, 1996). In this sense, to be empowered is ultimately determined by how powerful one feels rather than simply a matter of whether one has decision-making authority. For this reason, critics or skeptics of such approaches argue that psychological empowerment is but a watered-down or softer notion of empowerment that fails to change the formal "hard" power within organizations. These critics further argue that organizational efforts to empower employees without giving them more formal power creates an illusion that employees have greater control over their circumstances when, in fact, ultimate control remains in the hands of the same people within the organization (Covaleski et al., 1998; Ezzamel & Willmott, 1998; Ciulla, 1998). B. The rise of market-oriented notions of organizational design A second noticeable feature of the discourse on alternatives to traditional organizational hierarchies evidenced in our literature review is the emphasis on market-like approaches to organizational design. Drawing on the pioneering work of Coase and Williamson, scholars have explored organizational models that combine elements of hierarchical control with elements of market control. These hybrid market-based designs are attractive in principle because they combine the benefits of hierarchical organization with the basic advantages of markets, namely, superior flexibility with respect to autonomous adaptation (Williamson, 1996; Foss, 2003; Zenger, 2002). Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 8 Market-based approaches seek efficiencies by granting individual workers and worker-teams substantial freedom from managerial oversight within a given domain, and employing structures of internal competition among individuals to guide decision-making. In one example, organizations primarily comprise project teams. Individuals have the freedom to pitch and choose which projects to work on, and projects are selected not by managers but rather by the internal market mechanism of supply and demand (Foss, 2003; Wingfield, 2012). Self-managed teams, perhaps the most popular alternative to the traditional hierarchical form, represent another example of infusing a hierarchical organization with elements of market control. Such teams – which are given full autonomy over a given task, function, or project, but are measured and incentivized on the delivery of specific outputs – function under market control akin to external subcontractors (Zenger, 2002). Beyond specific design choices that mimic the market, a wide swath of the broader discourse on less hierarchical organization aligns with the ethos of markets and market-oriented notions of individual freedom. Conceptions of flexible, loosely-coupled, modular, or network-based organizations comprising autonomous individuals and teams, which are frequently offered as alternatives to the traditional hierarchy (Fjelstad et al., 2012; Bahrami, 1992; Volberda, 1996; Liebeskind et al., 1996), mirror the prevailing images of the market as dynamically evolving based on the decisions of independent actors. Comparing the recent conceptions of less hierarchical organizations with the conception of organizational democracy discussed earlier, a clear distinction emerges. The recent discourse, filled with concepts such as self-management and empowerment, emphasizes individualistic values of autonomy and independence, and individual psychological experience ("empowerment"). In contrast, organizational democracy seeks to grant workers substantial control over their work environment through participation in, and cultural identification with, a social collective within the organization. This collective orientation is strongest in historical models of industrial democracy (Sorge, 1976), but is also evident in the emphasis of contemporary theorists on democracy's cultural elements of equality and deliberative engagement. Section 3: Is now a turning point?: Changes in the objectives of organizations The distinctive advantage of democracy over both hierarchical and non-hierarchical alternatives, we propose, lies in its capacity to integrate diverse values in decision processes. By "integrate" we mean the process of balancing accommodating and, in some cases, reconciling diverse values to achieve coherent and effective decision-making within an organization. Given the growing need for businesses to perform this kind of value integration, we believe that more democratic approaches to organizing deserve a re-examination. We acknowledge the continuing relevance of longstanding Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 9 arguments for organizational democracy that emphasize the significance of decision rights for protecting workers' interests, and likewise the intrinsic value of procedural fairness in decisionmaking (Dahl, 1985; McMahon, 1994). Nonetheless, as these arguments appear more or less unaffected by the changes we discuss below, we will set them aside for the purposes of this paper in spite of their continuing importance. There are new currents in the business world that suggest a more multifaceted value proposition for enterprise. Over the last decades, some corporations have developed and adopted socially responsible behaviors, thereby hybridizing aspects of corporate businesses and social organizations (Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Kanter, 2009; Porter & Kramer, 2011). While historically the commercial and social sectors have evolved on fairly separate tracks, over the last 30 years we have witnessed a blurring of the boundaries between these two sectors. As noted in the Introduction, the epitome of this trend is the increase in social enterprises pursuing a social mission as their primary goal, but engaging in commercial activities to sustain operations. By "social mission," we refer to an explicit, non-financial objective that plays a sustained role in guiding a firm's activities, and that is constituted by some significant aspect of human welfare. Prime examples of those kinds of objectives include access to healthcare and education, the reduction of poverty, the promotion of social and political capabilities, etc. The pursuit of a dual mission by an increasing number of organizations is reflected in a growing range of novel legal statuses that such organizations have adopted, such as the lowprofit limited liability company (L3C) and the benefit corporation in the United States, as well as the community interest company (CIC) in the United Kingdom. Beyond these observations about the changing value-orientation of many businesses, there are the underlying concerns that have driven this change in the first place. While some businesses have been driven towards social concerns through consumer pressures, many in the social enterprise movement are driven by a moral concern for significant social failures: environmental degradation, poverty, inadequate healthcare, and other profound yet unmet social needs. In the face of such problems, there is a growing sense in the business world that enterprise can and ought to play a role in more directly addressing such concerns (Margolis & Walsh, 2003). The recent financial crisis has intensified skepticism toward the model of shareholder value maximization (Battilana, 2015) and made calls for an increased emphasis on the social and environmental features of business firms that have been made for some time (Courpasson & Dany, 2003; Forcadell, 2005; Brickson, 2007) more prevalent. From this point of view, the need for businesses to integrate social, environmental, and financial values is a moral need as much as anything else. As an increasing number of organizations aim not only to maximize shareholder value creation, but also to achieve a social mission, they face a new governance challenge: they need to pursue commercial goals while not losing sight of their social ones (Ebrahim et al., 2014). At the same time, they need to make sure that their social goals do not prevent them from generating commercial revenues. According to longstanding and more recent research in organizations, the odds are low that corporations will succeed in maintaining this delicate balance. Indeed, a long tradition of Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 10 scholarship highlights the risk for organizations that follow a typical hierarchical model and their workforces of losing sight of their purpose and values in the quest for organizational survival and efficiency (Selznick, 1949; Weber, 1946). Further supporting this claim, recent research on social enterprises, such as commercial microfinance organizations (Battilana & Dorado, 2010) and work integration social enterprises (Battilana et al., 2015), that aim at pursuing social and financial objectives, shows that the risk of mission drift (i.e., straying from their social missions in the pursuit of profit) is one of the main challenges that these organizations face, as they also have to set up and maintain effective commercial operations. Does this context create a renewed case for more democratic ways of organizing? This is the question that we tackle in the next section. Section 4: A renewed case for organizational democracy The idea that there is a growing need for business to integrate fundamentally different types of values suggests a significant parallel with one of the core motivations for democracy in the political case. Below, we first build on the political philosophy literature to discuss the success of political democracies in integrating diverse values. We then discuss the application of lessons from the deliberative political model in business. A. The success of political democracies in integrating diverse values Historically, some of the most significant arguments for political democracy have revolved around the fact that just and competent governance requires managing the competing values of a diverse citizenry. We suggest that there are three core, interrelated features of political democracies by which they tend to succeed, better than alternative forms of political organization, in integrating diverse types of values. We do not hold that all of these features are fully or adequately realized in all political democracies. Nor do we hold that these features are conceptually necessary to the idea of democracy. Our suggestion is (a) that democracies have tended better than alternative political systems to integrate diverse values in decision-making and (b) that these three features play a crucial role in explaining that success where it exists. The model below loosely corresponds to the idea of "deliberative democracy" as it has been explored in political theory, and we will adopt that terminology ourselves. (i). Structural representation of diverse values First, political democracies allocate decision-making powers equally across members of diverse value constituencies. This best ensures the adequate representation and the fair negotiation of competing values in the process of decision-making. Democracies achieve this through equal voting rights, guarantees of basic civil liberties, and representative legislative bodies. They also achieve this – to the extent that they do – through the better distribution of meaningful capabilities to participate in social and political life across diverse social groups. Examples of such capabilities include the ability to persuasively present one's views in public, access to important venues of speech, access to social Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 11 influence, and access to basic economic and material conditions that enable such participation (Anderson, 1999).4 Democracies' legally mandated decision-making powers – especially inclusive, egalitarian voting procedures – provide a mechanism through which citizens are able to represent the bearing of their values on legislative representatives and, in some cases, specific policies. Voting processes manage conflicts of value both through the substance of their outputs (as reflections of majority or plurality sentiment), and through the procedural fairness by which inputs are weighed. But on its own voting is inadequate as an expression of diverse values. This is partly because of some well-known problems with voting procedures, such as cycling and strategic behavior (Riker, 1982). More fundamentally, however, the aggregation of judgments or preferences through voting does not in itself speak to the quality of the judgments or preferences that are inputs to the system. When citizens vote on the basis of ethnic hatred, rank ignorance, or selfishness, for example, the outcome simply amplifies those pre-existing flaws in citizens' outlook (Fuerstein, 2008). A crucial part of the case for democracy thus derives from the fact that the ethos and institutions of democracy facilitate due reflection on the full spectrum of moral considerations that properly bear on public decision-making (Dewey, 1927; Anderson, 2006). (ii). Deliberative culture Given the crucial role of deliberation in good decision-making, political democracies depend on a culture of reasons and justification that fosters some measure of accountability in one's beliefs and uses of power. This idea is perhaps the singular dominant theme in recent democratic theory (Cohen, 2002; Habermas, 1996).5 Ongoing social deliberation is crucial to good decision-making because it continually exposes citizens to the concerns of others. But the success of any deliberative process depends on the acceptance of norms of rational accountability that compel the reasoned adaptation of one's own views to others' articulated concerns. Successful deliberative cultures are domains in which rational consistency is valued, in which naked appeals to power or selfish interest are regarded as illegitimate, and in which there are significant social sanctions attached to hypocrisy in action (in other words, one's arguments are taken to provide viable constraints on one's actions) (Fuerstein, 2013; Elster, 1997). 4 We are not arguing that democracies in fact succeed in all these dimensions. We are arguing that, where democracies do succeed in better representing diverse value constituencies, it is in significant part because of their superiority in these dimensions. 5 There are of course important dissenters to the deliberative democratic approach (e.g., Mouffe, 2000; Sanders, 1997), in spite of its general dominance. Space constraints nonetheless prevent us from exploring the main lines of objection and the most plausible responses to them. Translating these concerns from the political to the business context would of course add yet another layer of complexity. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 12 The deliberative polling experiments of James Fishkin and others offer significant evidence of the potential benefits of social deliberation in improving democratic decision-making (Fishkin, 2009).6 Fishkin's experiments also show the importance of background conditions that improve the significance of arguments and information over power dynamics, social tensions, and pre-existing biases (Sunstein, 2003). (iii). Public point of view Third, political democracies depend on the cultivation of a "public" point of view, i.e., a conception of collective identity that shapes individual behavior so as to fairly promote the good of all constituents. Thus, as much as deliberative processes depend on fidelity to rational norms, they depend more fundamentally on the extent to which citizens attach moral worth to one another and regard one another's claims as worthy of fair consideration. Likewise, the adequate cultivation of capacities to participate in deliberative exchanges depends on more general norms of inclusiveness in domains of education, employment, and social organizations more generally (Anderson, 1999). In this respect, democracy depends on cultural institutions and norms that foster attitudes of respect, social trust, and attitudes of mutual concern across social groups. Such attitudes are not only rational; they also involve emotional sensibilities of empathy and sympathy that enable individuals to adequately represent the proper weight of others' concerns in tempering their own political positions (Krause, 2008; Morrell, 2010). This third ingredient of political democracies' success offers a particularly compelling link to more democratic models of organizing. Whereas market-based alternatives to hierarchy involve the promotion of individual autonomy and the diffusion of decision-making across an organization, more democratic models of organizing seek to empower workers primarily through their participation in the exercise of collective power, and require of workers a substantial commitment to negotiating their values and preferences in light of the concerns of others. Likewise, in the political case, the idea of a "public point of view" involves the requirements of modifying individual preferences and judgments in light of concerns expressed by others. In contrast with economic models of political behavior (Downs, 1957), deliberative models of democracy conceptualize citizens' freedom in terms of participation in the construction and negotiation of joint action (Richardson, 2002). The value of all three conditions above is tightly interdependent and mutually reinforcing. A good deliberative culture requires the wide adoption of a public point of view because it requires the ability to constrain the pursuit of self-interest by a respect for others, and by a fidelity to rational 6 Fishkin's "deliberative polling" model involves highly structured public meetings that precede electoral decisions. The meetings are governed by various rules designed to insure that all parties get an equal say, to promote respectful engagement, and to facilitate the presentation and assimilation of authoritative, relevant factual information. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 13 norms that benefit everyone. A public point of view likewise requires a deliberative culture because individuals are inherently limited in their capacity to identify and accommodate the public good without deliberative engagement. A structural representation of competing values creates a diffusion of social power that enables diverse parties to be heard, provides aggrieved groups with real leverage in pursuing their claims, and backs norms of discourse with a legally enshrined public recognition of equal status. In this way it helps to sustain attitudes of respect and mutual regard that constitute a public point of view, and provides the basis for a deliberative culture in which all valid perspectives are taken seriously. A public point of view and a deliberative culture, at the same time, are instrumental in insuring that legally enshrined powers such as voting rights, are matched with cultural mechanisms of social influence (the ability to persuade others, to gain access to positions of power, to develop social capital, etc.). Deliberative democracy leverages these three features in tandem. B. Pursuing lessons from the deliberative political model in business In general form, the political model of deliberative democracy closely resembles organizational democracy as it has been understood by organizational theorists. Organizational democracy, we noted, has generally been conceptualized in terms of (a) a broad diffusion of decision rights, (b) an organizational culture that emphasizes communal or organizational values, and in some cases (c) employee ownership stakes. The deliberative and voting procedures that one finds in deliberative democracy provide a reasonable analog of (a), while the importance of a public point of view and a deliberative culture in the political model of democracy roughly correspond to (b). The most straightforward analog to (c) is the sense in which all citizens of political democracies have a clear stake in the outcomes of political decision-making. They are "owners" of their society in at least that sense. In its orientation towards the representation and integration of competing values, political democracy is nonetheless distinct from organizational democracy as it has traditionally been conceived. That is because, following the conventional logic of business organization, financial values are presumed to be dominant. On that premise, the pursuit of substantial questions of value, and the resolution of substantially competing values, are not central organizational functions. Hence they do not animate principles of institutional design in a significant way. Our suggestion is that, once we see the project of representing and integrating diverse and potentially competing values as central to business, the political analogy presents some novel advantages of democracy in the workplace. Given limited evidence at this stage, these advantages can only be presented in a speculative, exploratory spirit. Without offering definitive conclusions or prescriptions, we make some suggestions which are grounded in evidence from one of the authors' previous work on social enterprise, combined with observations drawn from contemporary organizational theory and case studies. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 14 Work integration social enterprises (WISEs) provide a particularly appropriate setting to examine this issue. WISEs are organizations devoted to helping the long-term unemployed move successfully back into the workforce. WISEs hire the individuals whom they are trying to help, who then produce goods that are commercially sold, with the revenues going to support the continuing operation of the organization. WISEs employ social workers who work with their beneficiaries to provide employment and training, and also employ a managerial staff that keeps its eye on the bottom line and brings goods into the commercial marketplace. Fulfilling the social mission in this case requires diverting resources towards beneficiaries' training and support, while commercial profitability requires achieving competitive quality and cost control. In this respect, WISEs present a paradigm case of organizations that depend on the integration of financial and social values which are often in tension. In their study of WISEs in France, Battilana et al. (2015) highlight the paradox that WISEs face: They need to have a social orientation from their inception in order to avoid losing sight of their social mission. Yet, this orientation risks undermining success in their commercial operations. In order to understand how WISEs can overcome this paradox, the authors pursue a comparison between two different WISEs, one of which attained notably superior measures of both social performance and economic productivity. They observe two crucial features of the successful WISE that they followed: First, the successful WISE was defined by a clear structural differentiation of responsibilities and decision-making powers across the social and commercial divisions of the organization. Social workers in this organization were responsible for the recruitment, training, and performance appraisal of employees. At the same time, professional managers with a business background were responsible for handling the sales and production of goods. Second, in order to manage constant tensions between the two branches of the organization, the successful WISE relied on a combination of mandatory meetings and formal coordination processes to negotiate concerns from both sides. Meetings were organized around the articulation of concerns from business and social constituencies with the goal of enabling them to voice their respective concerns and of finding a mutually agreeable resolution. Likewise, formal coordination processes were used to foster successful joint planning on such matters as worker scheduling, where questions of worker productivity and performance had to be traded off against the desire to distribute opportunities for the purposes of employee growth. Such a polyarchic system (Courpasson & Clegg, 2012) in which power is invested in both business and social constituencies contributes to the creation and maintenance of spaces of negotiation, defined as arenas of interaction that allow members of each constituency to discuss the trade-offs that they face (Battilana, Sengul, Pache and Model, 2015). The two conditions that we highlighted above nicely mirror two of the three features of political democracy which, above, we argued are crucial to success in the integration of diverse values. In the political case, there is a structural representation of competing values that is built into the Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 15 distribution of formal and informal sources of power. In the successful WISE described above, there is an organizational division of labor into the firm's social and financial aspects and a corresponding equal representation of these distinct points of view in the processes by which the firm makes decisions. In the political case, decision-making proceeds significantly through the deliberative negotiation of tensions among the various values at stake. Likewise, in the successful WISE, conflicts between business and social constituencies are confronted and negotiated on an ongoing basis through deliberative interactions in which concerns from both sides are addressed through reason-giving and the pooling of information. In the political case, we suggested that deliberative democracy combines these first two elements with the wide social adoption of a public point of view. Likewise, in the social enterprise example under consideration, deliberative and formal interactions between the business and social sides are governed by a shared desire to modify the distinct objectives of each branch in light of the overall good of the organization. Much as political communities draw on historical and cultural narratives to sustain this kind of public ethos, the WISE above was able to facilitate an orientation to common objectives through an array of socialization mechanisms such as company retreats, training programs, internal communications, and job shadowing. In the political case, we argued, a public ethos plays a crucial role in political democracies in enabling the benefits of deliberative culture and the structural representation of competing values. We hypothesize that, likewise, an orientation to the overarching good and mission of a firm plays a parallel role in the success of negotiating competing types of value. One particularly rich data point in support of this hypothesis is Ashforth and Reingen's (2014) indepth study of the organizational tensions within a natural food cooperative. The cooperative's mission displayed the paradigm characteristics of a hybrid organization. It was devoted to advancing social values of justice, peace, environmental sustainability, and democratic governance. And yet, at the same time, the cooperative depended on profits as a successful commercial enterprise, and a majority of its customers were non-coop members. As Ashforth and Reingen detail in depth, the conflict between these two aims was a constant source of tension among the membership, and manifested itself in the clustering of members into "idealist" and "pragmatist" groups which, roughly speaking, placed greater priority on social and commercial values respectively. The coop was nonetheless able to weather – and even benefit from – these tensions as a consequence of a shared commitment to the overarching mission of the organization: a commercially self-sustaining grocery business that nonetheless remained faithful to considerations of justice and sustainability. That mission was ingrained in members through substantial socialization processes, and was regularly invoked in governance meetings as a way of ameliorating conflict. Interestingly, unlike the WISE case, the coop was not defined by a strict differentiation of roles across the social/financial divide. Members nonetheless self-sorted into groups that placed a higher priority on these distinct dimensions and regular, intensive deliberative meetings were the means through which these self-selecting groups worked to integrate their different perspectives towards a common purpose. Another notable feature of the coop case for our purposes is that, on Ashforth Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 16 and Reingen's analysis, one of the crucial means by which the organization preserved its operational unity was through the regular cycling of power between the pragmatist and idealist camps. In this respect, the coop reveals a structural differentiation of power that forced both groups to accommodate the other's concerns through the exercise of equal decision-making authority. Both of these cases broadly conform to core ideas of organizational democracy as traditionally conceived. They employ a broad diffusion of decision rights and leverage a deliberative culture that emphasizes some form of communal identity. What they draw from the political analogy, however, is a distinctive model of implementing these conditions that is calibrated to the representation and negotiation of values. Thus, a "broad diffusion of decision rights" amounts to distributing decision rights in such a way that meaningful decision power is spread across individuals whose work is animated by different value schemes. In the WISE case, this value division mapped very neatly on to role-differentiation within the organization, and thus the organization's crucial feature is a division of decision-power across social and financial roles. In the coop case, however, the relevant valuedivisions were spread much more dynamically across various roles within the organization, and thus effective value representation involved a more generic form of egalitarian voting rights for individuals. The WISE example illustrates particularly nicely why a wide diffusion of powers and participation is important in the business context. In that case, tensions between social and financial values play out in a highly localized way, at the level of individuals doing their daily work. Thus, in working with employees/clients, the firm's social workers must be responsive to their particular skill set, the particular difficulties of scheduling and evaluating them, and their specific path to development in the labor market. Likewise, on the financial side, managers must be responsive to a constantly changing commercial marketplace, new technologies, new competitors, etc. In this context, success in the firm's overall mission is dependent on understanding how the tension among its values plays out in its daily work. And that, in turn, requires at least the need for substantial, ongoing consultation with employees doing this work. Structurally empowering them – through formal and informal powers of participation – is, in effect, a way of ensuring that decision-making is genuinely responsive to the full spectrum of relevant concerns. With respect to culture, both the WISE and the coop very deliberately created an environment in which difficult confrontations between value orientations were central to organizational life. At the same time, they worked from a strongly cultivated ethos of shared organizational mission to negotiate these differences. Whereas historical models of organizational democracy were largely oriented towards communal ideals of class solidarity, the examples discussed here involve a fidelity to a more abstract notion of the organization and its objectives. "Community" in this context is grounded, not in some model of fraternity (as in politics), nor in interests (as in an identity of economic class); it is grounded in a shared sense of a common purpose that is believed to be worthwhile. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 17 Our suggestion is thus not that a broad diffusion of powers is strictly necessary in this context; rather, our suggestion is that hybrid organizing – whether in social enterprises or in corporations that engage in corporate social responsibility – tends to foster a certain kind of dynamic complexity in decision-making challenges, and that managing this kind of complexity, in turn, requires a responsiveness to the diverse information and experience of employees in pursuing a firm's mission. In this respect, our argument for organizational democracy connects nicely with some of the more general arguments against hierarchy canvassed above. Hierarchies, we observed, are best suited to static, routinized work environments, but confront distinct challenges in contexts that require employees to adapt quickly and dynamically to changing conditions. If we are correct that the integration of financial and social values tends to create dynamic complexity in the work environment for individual workers, then that would provide a clear rationale against hierarchy. The deliberative model of organizational democracy can also be helpfully contrasted with marketbased approaches which, as we discussed earlier, prioritize the individual autonomy of workers in the sense of minimizing interference with their workplace activities. Market-based approaches seek to benefit from the initiative and creativity of workers who are free to make decisions about how best to pursue the objectives defined by their workplace role. On this approach, the ongoing attempt to negotiate one's activities by reference to the concerns and practices of others is a transaction cost that undermines efficiency, even if it is not entirely avoidable. On a market approach, thus, the deliberative negotiation of workplace aims is minimized and, likewise, the dominant ethos is one of individual initiative and "self-management" rather than participation in joint action. Oticon, a European manufacturer of hearing devices, and Valve, a leading developer of computer games, provide a case in point. In the 1990s, Oticon became famous for adopting a market-based organizational design that it called the "spaghetti organization." Valve also has earned recognition for adopting a similar design. The basic premise of both designs is that the organizational hierarchy was drastically reduced and employees could now self-organize into projects of their own choosing rather than be assigned to projects by managers (Foss, 2003; Wingfield, 2012). At Oticon and Valve, the actions and preferences of individuals were coordinated not by the authority of managers, nor a deliberative process of negotiation and integration, but by the mechanism of supply and demand. The ideas that attracted the greatest demand won out. By contrast, organizational democracy emphasizes that coordinated actions be shaped by a process of deliberation about the shared objectives and activities of the firm. Such an approach enables organizations to simultaneously pursue social and financial objectives, while not losing sight of one of them. It is worth observing that, in principle, the logic that we have advanced in favor of democracy is not limited to hybrid organizing. Even within a traditional for-profit framework, businesses must juggle a variety of local objectives that are often in tension, at least in the short-term. Should an organization invest more in research and development, or should it push those resources towards marketing its existing products? Should it prioritize cost reduction or employee development? Etc. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 18 There is significant research suggesting that diversifying deliberative input is, in general, a vital route to answering well-defined questions like these (Page, 2007). While we do not deny the promise of such arguments, we wish to underscore what is distinctive about the challenge that hybrid organizing presents. In the kinds of dilemmas just described, a firm can pursue the reconciliation of competing local objectives by reference to an over-arching aim: the maximization of profit. Such dilemmas thus become questions of instrumental rationality, i.e., the most efficient means to a pre-determined end. In contrast, hybrid organizations must negotiate competing goals in a context where there is no pre-determined aim or standard available to govern their resolution. The question of how to integrate social and financial objectives is thus a question principally about the ends which ought to be adopted. Democracy, in this context, is a process through which diverse perspectives are recruited for the continual interpretation and reinterpretation of such "ultimate" or overarching ends. And the distinctive value of democracy here is not only that diverse sources of information are, in general, useful. It is that the expressions of tensions between social and financial objectives are sufficiently diverse that it requires ongoing consultation with individuals occupying the full plurality of organizational roles. Section 5: Challenges for the model and future research directions We have tried above to do two things: first, to establish the dominance of non-democratic approaches (both hierarchical and market-based) to business organization in recent decades and, second, to argue that recent trends in the business world give us reason to reconsider the merits of organizational democracy against non-democratic alternatives. Drawing on some salient merits of political democracy, we argued that a deliberative democratic approach plausibly captures those merits in the case of the workplace, and provides a viable framework for pursuing the merits of more democratic models of organizing. Ultimately, this argument must be put to an empirical test, to examine whether more democratic designs better enable hybrid organizations to balance multiple objectives than traditional hierarchical designs or even non-democratic alternatives to hierarchy. As more organizations search for alternatives to traditional hierarchical designs, we believe that such empirical research will become both possible and incredibly important. We close by first articulating what we see as the most significant challenges associated with the organizational democracy. Each of these challenges raises a series of puzzles and questions that call for further research on more democratic ways of organizing and their implications for enterprises that pursue multiple objectives. Second, we highlight the potential role of new technologies in addressing these challenges. Last but not least, we discuss how well more democratic models of Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 19 organizing may generalize to the full spectrum of business models across various industries and institutional contexts. A. Challenges (i). Can organizations that adopt a deliberative democratic approach achieve sufficient efficiency to compete in the marketplace? The answer to this question depends in part on what value proposition structures the relevant marketplace competition. Nothing we have said above is directly responsive to the concern that democracy entails transaction costs that undermine financial efficiency relative to alternatives. Deliberative democracy is nothing if not costly by way of transactions. However, we have argued for the merits of the deliberative approach in a context where the value proposition is fundamentally different. Hybrid organizing requires responsiveness to the value of financial efficiency alongside social concerns. Our argument is that, given that value proposition, more democratic models of organizing may have significant advantages relative to alternatives. Whether or not those advantages are decisive remains an open question. It might very well turn out that, in general, the costs to financial efficiency are typically so significant as to outweigh those advantages. Nonetheless, that question cannot be decided by appealing to arguments from a non-hybrid context. We need more research across industries and countries to properly address this question. (ii). Can democratic cultures be created and maintained in organizations? Deliberative democratic cultures are difficult to create. First, they require an egalitarian ethos that involves the challenge of changing power structures. Argyris, in studying many organizational efforts to empower employees, notes that most efforts to change power structures fail because neither managers nor employees are sure they want empowerment. Often efforts to reduce hierarchy serve to highlight the persistence of hierarchy either through the emergence of a new hierarchy or the reemergence of the previous hierarchy (Courpasson & Clegg, 2006; Barker, 1993; Argyris, 1998). For example, paying particular attention to the interplay of formal and informal dynamics, Diefenbach and Sillince (2011) find that hierarchies persist and thrive even in seemingly alternative forms of organization –representative democratic, postmodern, and network organizational forms. Several keen observers argue that successfully achieving an egalitarian ethos within organizations requires special personal qualities such as wisdom, maturity, or higher orders of consciousness (Hackman, 2002; Argyris, 1999; Kegan, 1998) that are rare. Together, these writings convey the point that organizational hierarchy is a deeply rooted social tendency that resists easy change. Further research is needed on how hierarchical power relations in organizations can be changed sustainably, (Diefenbach & Sillince, 2011; Nelson, 2001). Second, a deliberative approach to democratic organizing requires fostering a shared identity that necessitates overcoming well-documented tendencies for social groups to cleave apart. Classic Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 20 research in social identity theory highlights how even minimal and trivial distinctions between randomly assigned subgroups reliably lead to competitive or discriminatory responses towards members randomly assigned to the outgroup (Tajfel & Turner, 2007). From a psychodynamic perspective – as exhibited in the Ashforth and Reingen (2014) food coop study which we discussed above – groups facing internal tensions often split or disown parts of themselves that are troublesome. They then project these negative feelings or attributes onto a subgroup that is held responsible for the relevant problems. These different studies suggest how easily social divisions and conflicts emerge that pose challenges to adopting the sense of common concern critical for democratic forms of organizing. Future research will thus need to examine whether, and if so, how more democratic models of organizing can be implemented and sustained. Third, research suggests that the ideal of rational deliberative discourse in which deliberation leads to the tempering of viewpoints and the integration of new knowledge is an ideal that is difficult (though hardly impossible) to achieve in practice. This is well documented in the political context (Carpini et al., 2004; Sunstein, 2003), and one only needs to look at the current state of political discourse in the United States for evidence that a deliberative culture is not guaranteed, even in a society with a strongly democratic culture. Furthermore, research on voice and psychological safety highlights the struggle that organizations and teams encounter in seeking to learn from and integrate multiple viewpoints, because individuals often fail to speak up with critical information or defer to those with higher power or status (Edmondson, 1999; Milliken & Morrison, 2003). From an information processing perspective, research in confirmation bias highlights how individuals filter information to support their pre-existing beliefs, enabling individuals to stubbornly cling to beliefs even in the face of contradictory evidence (Mercier & Sperber, 2011; Nickerson, 1998). Furthermore, research in groupthink and premature closure suggests that the act of integrating and negotiating conflicting viewpoints or values is a stressful and aversive experience that can lead groups to prematurely adopt a dominant viewpoint as a way of satisfying a need for closure or certainty (Esser, 1998; Kruglanski et al., 2006). Finally, as they engage in these negotiations, employees may not act in the organization's best interest during deliberative decision-making processes due to political considerations that are inherent to organizational life (Pfeffer, 1981). Even if they are willing to act in the organization's best interest, they may lack the exposure, training, or experience to understand "the big picture" (Harrison & Freeman, 2004). Future research will thus need to explore whether, and if so, how socialization processes and systems, including training and incentive systems, can enhance employees' willingness and ability to participate in productive deliberations that are a critical component of democratic models. (iii). Can democratic organizing scale? Our analysis has drawn heavily on a select few examples of relatively small organizations. But what would it mean for a very large organization to implement the deliberative democratic model? How Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 21 would it determine which employees should be part of which conversations? And how, ultimately, would decisions get made? One possible model is offered by a recent organizational design innovation called Holacracy (Robertson, 2015). Holacracy is a management system that democratizes the decisions of how workgroups are organized. Individuals in this system are able to propose changes to their workgroup's structure, such as creating, amending, or deleting roles, work accountabilities and policies relevant for their workgroup(s). Authority for these types of design decisions are typically held by only the most senior executives in most organizations. But in Holacracy, the ability to participate in these decisions is distributed to the entire organization. Holacracy has been adopted in both small and larger organizations (the largest of which employs 1,500 employees). One of the authors has intensively studied the adoption of Holacracy in an organization and found that three unique features of Holacracy may enable such democratized decisions to occur at scale. The first critical feature of Holocracy critical to its scalability is a highly structured discussion and deliberation process. Within Holacracy, formal "governance meetings" are called where changes to a workgroup's structure are proposed and discussed. The structured process is designed to ensure that relevant information and input is offered on each proposal and that proposals that may cause harm will not pass. However, the highly structured nature of the discussion process helps to ensure that everyone participates and that these discussions do not take up too much time. In addition, the operative decision-rule does not require consensus; instead, it merely requires the absence of objections. This shifts the default presumption from inertia to change, making such changes easier, and yet still provides a way for the group to stop proposals that might cause harm. A second feature that is critical to enabling democratized decisions to occur at scale in Holacracy is a clear delineation of the domains in which individuals can effect change. In Holacracy, individuals are able to propose changes only in the workgroup to which they belong. In cases requiring exceptions, representatives from a workgroup can be granted a formal decision role in another workgroup, thus enabling individuals' influence in other matters that are relevant to them while limiting the membership in each workgroup's deliberation process. A third important factor enabling the scaling of democratized decisions in Holacracy is the existence of an organizational constitution. The process by which structural decisions are discussed and made are codified in a document called the "Constitution." This document explicitly lays out the rules by which such changes are discussed and decided upon which increases the likelihood that such rules are consistently understood and applied throughout a large organization. Holacracy offers one possible model for how a deliberative approach could be implemented at scale. However, further research is required on such models of organizing, and more specifically, on the Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 22 tools, processes and systems that could enable democratic decision-making at scale to be sustained in organizational contexts. B. The role of technology Does new information and communications technology (ICT) have the potential to help organizations overcome obstacles to the implementation of deliberative democratic models that we discussed above? ICT has undeniably changed the way people work together. Some argue that ICT even makes the traditional, hierarchical way of organizing obsolete (Hedlund, 1994). Indeed, observers have remarked that new digital technologies are leading to new organizational forms with fewer boundaries and less hierarchy (Fulk & DeSanctis, 1995; Davis, 2016a; Davis, 2016b). The intraorganizational dimensions that Fulk and DeSanctis (1995) identify that are changing in response to electronic communication technologies include horizontal coordination, communication cultures, and ownership, which our three dimensions of organizational democracy echo (namely, decision rights, organizational cuture and ownership stakes). While such views do not necessarily imply the emergence of democratic forms of organization, it is not a stretch to presume that the emergence of new technologies could enable a deliberative approach, especially when we are considering scaling such designs. Scholars have made parallel suggestions in the political case (Sunstein, 2001). ICT has been shown to facilitate lateral communication, support coordination and collaboration across space and time, and lead to more decentralized decision-making within firms (Fulk et al., 1995; Ahuja et al., 1999; Argyres, 1999; Kirkman et al., 2004; Hamel, 2011; Briscoe, 2007; Fjeldstad et al., 2012). In facilitating information sharing, ICT can also enable organizations to tap into the collective intelligence within and outside organizations (Pinsonneault & Kraemer, 1997; Bonabeau, 2009). Studying the case of IBM's "Innovation Ham," Bjelland and Wood (2008) describe how digital tools can enable employees to take ownership of their projects and think outside the box. By making decentralized decision-making easier and helping to leverage collective intelligence, ICT can contribute to setting some of the conditions that are necessary for more democratic ways of organizing to be developed and sustained. Yet it would be naïve to believe that technology will automatically dislodge underlying power structures in organizations. For example, in studying how a major Scandinavian automotive company implemented an electronic business system, Eriksson-Zetterquist and Styhre (2009) find that the new electronic system actually increased hierarchy in the company. Echoing this set of findings, Pfeffer (2013) argues that the proliferation of technologies may mask the persistent reality of organizational hierarchy. The question that arises is thus to know whether, and if so, under what conditions ICT can help develop and sustain more democratic ways of organizing. Such research will no doubt have critical implications for organizations as ICT is becoming increasingly pervasive in most aspects of organizational life. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 23 C. Generalizability Having discussed the challenges that more democratic models of organizing face as well as the extent to which new technologies may help address these challenges, we now need to consider the extent to which our argument extends beyond the hybrid case to the full spectrum of business models across institutional contexts. While this is an open question, we suggest that rather than think of organizations in terms of a binary of traditional versus hybrid models, we should think in terms of degrees of hybrid organizing. At one end of the spectrum are firms that pursue financial objectives as their dominant, exclusive goal, and pursue social values only to the extent that such values serve financial objectives (this might be the case for companies that have corporate social responsibility divisions which function primarily as a public relations arm). At the other end of that spectrum are firms that give a fundamental, primary role to social values alongside financial concerns, and that are explicitly attuned to the tension between these values. In between is a wide range of possible configurations. In the present business climate, as an increasing number of firms claim that they pursue a double or triple bottom line (financial, social, and environmental), hybrid organizing may be becoming the norm rather than the exception. This trend, we argue, raises new questions about the organizational forms needed to foster and sustain these multiple objectives. We expect that in cases where the social/financial tension is deepest, the relevance of the democratic model will be greatest. Similarly, we suggest that the three elements that characterize the deliberative approach lend themselves to degrees of implementation. Rather than thinking of organizational democracy as a binary, we suggest that an ideal of democratization would be more analytically fruitful. It is important to note that in addressing all the research questions that we highlighted in this section, future studies will need to account not only for organizational characteristics but also for characteristics of the institutional environment in which organizations are embedded. It may be that some institutional environments have characteristics that enable the creation and maintenance of more democratic models of organizing. Legal rights for workers to participate in corporate management vary greatly across the globe with some being anti-democratic, and others facilitating workers' participation. A well-known example of a participative system is co-determination in Germany, where all corporations with 500+ workers and all stock corporations are subject to laws that mandate the appointment of workers to firms' supervisory boards (Gorton & Schmid, 2000). Another key component of the German system is works councils, required in establishments exceeding five employees, which are elected by the labor force and have formal rights to information, consultation, and negotiation (Addison et al., 2001). Future research will need to examine the role that such institutional arrangements play in the development and sustainability of democratic models of organizing. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 24 Conclusion While more democratic models of organizing might not have been effective at a time when corporations were merely aiming at maximizing shareholder value creation (i.e., maximizing on one dimension), we argue that we might have reached a turning point. As an ever increasing number of organizations – be they social enterprises or corporations – engage in hybrid organizing and pursue a triple bottom line, we propose that more democratic models of organizing may become a better fit. This is because they have the capacity to better represent and integrate diverse and competing values in decision-making processes than hierarchical models and market-oriented ones. This provocative proposition needs to be empirically tested. We hope that our essay will convince organization scholars of the necessity to do so. We must not assume that everything we have learned from organization and management research about how firms can maximize shareholder value creation applies to the joint pursuit of commercial, social, and environmental objectives. Instead, we need to question these assumptions and understand the factors that enable organizations to successfully pursue double or triple bottom lines. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 25 References Ackoff, R., The Democratic Corporation: A Radical Prescription for Recreating Corporate America and Rediscovering Success (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994). Addison, J.T., C. Schnabel and J. Wagner, 'Works Councils in Germany: Their Effects on Establishment Performance', Oxford Economic Papers, vol. 53, no. 4, 2001, pp. 659-694. Adler, P.S., 'Market, Hierarchy, and Trust: The Knowledge Economy and the Future of Capitalism', Organization Science, vol. 12, no. 2, 2001, pp. 215-234. Adler, P.S., S.-W. Kwon and C. Heckscher, 'Professional Work: The Emergence of Collaborative Community', Organization Science, vol. 19, no. 2, 2008, pp. 359-376. Ahuja, M.K. and K.M. Carley, 'Network Structure in Virtual Organizations', Organization Science, vol. 10, no. 6, 1999, pp. 741-757. Ancona, D., H. Bresman and K. Kaeufer, 'The Comparative Advantage of X-Teams', MIT Sloan Management Review, vol. 43, no. 3, 2002, pp. 33-39. Anderson, E., 'The Epistemology of Democracy', Episteme, vol. 3, no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 8-22. Anderson, E., 'What Is the Point of Equality?' Ethics, vol. 109, no. 2, 1999, pp. 287-337. Argyres, N.S., 'The Impact of Information Technology on Coordination: Evidence from the B-2 'Stealth' Bomber', Organization Science, vol. 10, no. 2, 1999, pp. 162-180. Argyris, C., 'Empowerment: The Emperor's New Clothes', Harvard Business Review, vol. 76, no. 3, 1998, pp. 98-105. Argyris, C., On Organizational Learning, 2nd edition (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1999). Ashforth, B.E. and P.H. Reingen, 'Functions of Dysfunction: Managing the Dynamics of an Organizational Duality in a Natural Food Cooperative', Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 59, no. 3, 2014, pp. 474-516. Bahrami, H., 'The Emerging Flexible Organization: Perspectives from Silicon Valley', California Management Review, vol. 34, no. 4, 1992, pp. 33-52. Báles, R.F., F.L. Strodtbeck, T.M. Mills and M.E. Roseborough, 'Channels of Communication in Small Groups', American Sociological Review, vol. 16, no. 4, 1951, pp. 461-468. Barker, J.R., 'Tightening the Iron Cage: Concertive Control in Self-Managing Teams', Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 38, no. 3, 1993, pp. 408-437. Battilana, J. and S. Dorado, 'Building Sustainable Hybrid Organizations: The Case of Commercial Microfinance Organizations', Academy of Management Journal, vol. 53, no. 6, 2010, pp. 1419-1440. Battilana, J., 'Recasting the Corporate Model: What Can Be Learned from Social Enterprises?' in S. Rangan (Ed.), Performance and Progress: Essays on Capitalism, Business, and Society (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015). Battilana, J., M. Sengul, A.-C. Pache and J. Model, 'Harnessing Productive Tensions in Hybrid Organizations: The Case of Work Integration Social Enterprises', Academy of Management Journal, vol. 58, no. 6, 2015: 1658-1685. Bennis, W.G. and B. Nanus, Leaders: The Strategies for Taking Charge (New York: Harper and Row, 1985). Bjelland, O.M. and R.C. Wood, 'An Inside View of IBM's 'Innovation Jam'', MIT Sloan Management Review, vol. 50, no. 1, 2008, pp. 32-40. Blasi, J.R., R.B. Freeman and D.L. Krus, The Citizen's Share: Reducing Inequality in the 21st Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013). Bonabeau, E., 'Decisions 2.0: The Power of Collective Intelligence', MIT Sloan Management Review, vol. 50, no. 2, 2009, pp. 45-52. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 26 Brenkert, G.G., 'Freedom, Participation and Corporations: The Issue of Corporate (Economic) Democracy', Business Ethics Quarterly, vol. 2, no. 3, 1992, pp. 251-269. Bresman, H. and M. Zellmer-Bruhn, 'The Structural Context of Team Learning: Effects of Organizational and Team Structure on Internal and External Learning', Organization Science, vol. 24, no. 4, 2013, pp. 1120-1139. Brickson, S.L., 'Organizational Identity Orientation: The Genesis of the Role of the Firm and Distinct Forms of Social Value', Academy of Management Review, vol. 32, no. 3, 2007, pp. 864-888. Briscoe, F., 'From Iron Cage to Iron Shield? How Bureaucracy Enables Temporal Flexibility for Professional Service Workers', Organization Science, vol. 18, no. 2, 2007, pp. 297-314. Brown, L.H., 'Democracy in Organizations: Membership Participation and Organizational Characteristics in U.S. Retail Food Co-operatives', Organization Studies, vol. 6, no. 4, 1985, pp. 313-334. Cafferata, G.L., 'The Building of Democratic Organizations: An Embryological Metaphor', Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 27, no. 2, 1982, pp. 280-303. Carpini, M.X.D., F.L. Cook and L.R. Jacobs, 'Public Deliberations, Discursive Participation and Citizen Engagement: A Review of the Empirical Literature', Annual Review of Political Science, vol. 7, 2004, pp. 315-344. Ciulla, J.B., 'Leadership and the Problem of Bogus Empowerment', in J.B. Ciulla (Ed.), Ethics, The Heart of Leadership (Westport, CT: Quorum Books, 1998). Coase, R.H., 'The Nature of the Firm', Economica, vol. 4, no. 16, 1937, pp. 386-405. Cochran, T.C., 'Business and the Democratic Tradition', Harvard Business Review, vol. 34, no. 2, 1956, pp. 39-48. Cohen, J., 'Deliberation and Democratic Legitimacy', in D. Estlund (Ed.), Democracy (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 2002). Collins, D., 'A Socio-Political Theory of Workplace Democracy: Class Conflict, Constituent Reactions and Organizational Outcomes at a Gainsharing Facility', Organization Science, vol. 6, no. 6, 1995, pp. 628-644. Conger, J.A. and R.N. Kanungo, 'The Empowerment Process: Integrating Theory and Practice', Academy of Management Review, vol. 13, no. 3, 1988, pp. 471-482. Courpasson, D. and F. Dany, 'Indifference or Obedience? Business Firms as Democratic Hybrids', Organization Studies, vol. 24, no. 8, 2003, pp. 1231-1260. Courpasson, D. and S. Clegg, 'Dissolving the Iron Cages? Tocqueville, Michels, Bureaucracy and the Perpetuation of Elite Power', Organization Studies, vol. 13, no. 3, 2006, pp. 319-343. Courpasson, D. and S. Clegg, 'The Polyarchic Bureaucracy: Cooperative Resistance in the Workplace and the Construction of a New Political Structure of Organizations', in D. Courpasson, D. Golsorkhi and J.J. Sallaz (Eds.), Rethinking Power in Organizations, Institutions, and Markets: Research in the Sociology of Organizations, vol. 34 (Bingley: Emerald Group Publishing, 2012). Covaleski, M.A., M.W. Dirsmith, J.B. Heian and S. Samuel, 'The Calculated and the Avowed: Techniques of Discipline and Struggles over Identity in Big Six Public Accounting Firms', Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 43, no. 2, 1998, pp. 293-327. Dahl, R.A., A Preface to Economic Democracy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985). Darr, A., 'Conflict and Conflict Resolution in a Cooperative: The Case of the Nir Taxi Station', Human Relations, vol. 52, no. 3, 1999, pp. 279-301. Davis, G.F., 'After the Ownership Society: Another World Is Possible', in M. Lounsbury and P.M. Hirsch (Eds.), Markets on Trial: The Economic Sociology of the U.S. Financial Crisis: Research in the Sociology of Organizations, vol. 30B (Bingley: Emerald Group Publishing, 2010). Davis, G.F., 2016b. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 27 Davis, G.F., The Vanishing American Corporation: Navigating the Hazards of a New Economy (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2016a). de Leede, J., A.H.J. Nijhof and O.A.M. Fisscher, 'The Myth of Self-Managing Teams: A Reflection on the Allocation of Responsibilities between Individuals, Teams and the Organisation', Journal of Business Ethics, vol. 21, no. 2, 1999, pp. 203-215. Derber, M., The American Idea of Industrial Democracy (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1970). Dewey, J., The Public and Its Problems (New York: H. Holt and Company, 1927). Diefenbach, T. and J.A.A. Sillince, 'Formal and Informal Hierarchy in Different Types of Organization', Organization Studies, vol. 32, no. 11, 2011, pp. 1515-1537. DiMaggio, P.J. and W.W. Powell, 'The Iron Cage Revisited: Institutional Isomorphism and Collective Rationality in Organizational Fields', American Sociological Review, vol. 48, no. 2, 1983, pp. 147-160. Downs, A., 'An Economic Theory of Political Action in a Democracy', Journal of Political Economy, vol. 65, no. 2, 1957, pp. 135-150. Ebrahim, A., J. Battilana and J. Mair, 'The Governance of Social Enterprises: Mission Drift and Accountability Challenges in Hybrid Organizations', Research in Organizational Behavior, vol. 34, 2014, pp. 81-100. Edmondson, A.C., 'Psychological Safety and Learning Behavior in Work Teams', Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 44, no. 2, 1999, pp. 350-383. Elster, J., 'The Market and the Forum: Three Varieties of Political Theory', in R.E. Goodin and P. Pettit (Eds.), Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Anthology (Oxford; Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1997). Eriksson-Zetterquist, U., K. Lindberg and A. Styhre, 'When the Good Times are Over: Professionals Encountering New Technology', Human Relations, vol. 62, no. 8, 2009, pp. 11451170. Esser, J.K., 'Alive and Well after 25 Years: A Review of Groupthink Research', Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, vol. 73, no. 2, 1998, pp. 116-141. Ezzamel, M. and H. Willmott, 'Accounting for Teamwork: A Critical Study of Group-Based Systems of Organizational Control', Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 43, no.2, 1998, pp. 358-396. Fishkin, J.S., When the People Speak: Deliberative Democracy and Public Consultation (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2009). Fjeldstad, O.D., C.C. Snow, R.E. Miles and C. Lettl, 'The Architecture of Collaboration', Strategic Management Journal, vol. 33, no. 6, 2012, pp. 734-750. Flecha, R. and P. Ngai, 'The Challenge for Mondragon: Searching for the Cooperative Values in times of Internationalization', Organization, vol. 21, no. 5, 2014, pp. 666-682. Forcadell, F.J., 'Democracy, Cooperation and Business Success: The Case of Mondragón Corporación Cooperativa', Journal of Business Ethics, vol. 56, no. 3, 2005, pp. 255-274. Foss, N.J., 'Selective Intervention and Internal Hybrids: Interpreting and Learning from the Rise and Decline of the Oticon Spaghetti Organization', Organization Science, vol. 14, no. 3, 2003, pp. 331349. Fuerstein, M., 'Epistemic Democracy and the Social Character of Knowledge', Episteme, vol. 5, no. 1, 2008, pp. 74-93. Fuerstein, M., 'Epistemic Trust and Liberal Justification', Journal of Political Philosophy, vol. 21, no. 2, 2013, pp. 179-199. Fulk, J. and G. DeSanctis, 'Electronic Communication and Changing Organizational Forms', Organization Science, vol. 6, no. 4, 1995, pp. 337-349. Fulk, J., J. Schmitz and D. Ryu, 'Cognitive Elements in the Social Construction of Technology', Management Communication Quarterly, vol. 8, no. 3, 1995, pp. 259-288. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 28 Gorton, G. and F. Schmid, 'Class Struggle inside the Firm', National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper No. 7945, 2000. Gould, R.V., Collision of Wills: How Ambiguity about Social Rank Breeds Conflict (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003). Gruenfeld, D.H. and L.Z. Tiedens, 'Organizational Preferences and Their Consequences', in S.T. Fiske, D.T. Gilbert and G. Lindzey (Eds.), Handbook of Social Psychology (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley and Sons, 2010). Habermas, J., Between Facts and Norms: Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1996). Hackman, J.R., Leading Teams: Setting the Stage for Great Performances (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2002). Hamel, G., 'First, Let's Fire All the Managers', Harvard Business Review, vol. 89, no. 12, 2011, pp. 4860. Hamel, G., The Future of Management (Boston: Harvard Business Review Press, 2007). Hansmann, H., The Ownership of Enterprise (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1996). Harrison, J.S. and R.E. Freeman, 'Is Organizational Democracy Worth the Effort?' Academy of Management Executive, vol. 18, no. 3, 2004, pp. 49-53. Hedlund, G., 'A Model of Knowledge Management and the N-Form Corporation', Strategic Management Journal, vol. 15, no. S2, 1994, pp. 73-90. Holland, C.P. and A.G. Lockett, 'Mixed Mode Network Structures: The Strategic Use of Electronic Communication by Organizations', Organization Science, vol. 8, no. 5, 1997, pp. 475-488. Hsieh, N.-H., 'Rawlsian Justice and Workplace Republicanism', Social Theory and Practice, vol. 31, no. 1, 2005, pp. 115-142. Hsieh, N.-H., 'Survey Article: Justice in Production', Journal of Political Philosophy, vol. 16, no. 1, 2008, pp. 72-100. Jaques, E., Requisite Organization: A Total System for Effective Managerial Organization and Managerial Leadership for the 21st Century (Rockville, MD: Cason Hall and Co. Publishers, 1996). Kanter, R.M., 'Mergers that Stick', Harvard Business Review, vol. 87, no. 10, 2009, pp. 121-125. Kanter, R.M., 'Power Failure in Management Circuits', Harvard Business Review, vol. 57, no. 4, 1979, pp. 65-75. Kegan, R., In Over Our Heads: The Mental Demands of Modern Life (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998). Kerr, J.L., 'The Limits of Organizational Democracy', Academy of Management Executive, vol. 18, no. 3, 2004, pp. 81-95. Kirkman, B.L., B. Rosen, P.E. Tesluk and C.B. Gibson, 'The Impact of Team Empowerment on Virtual Team Performance: The Moderating Role of Face-to-Face Interaction', Academy of Management Journal, vol. 47, no. 2, 2004, pp. 175-192. Kirsch, L.J., D.-G. Ko and M.H. Haney, 'Investigating the Antecedents of Team-Based Clan Control: Adding Social Capital as a Predictor', Organization Science, vol. 21, no. 2, 2010, pp. 469489. Kokkinidis, G., 'Spaces of Possibilities: Workers' Self-Management in Greece', Organization, vol. 22, no. 6, 2015, pp. 847-871. Krause, S.R., Civil Passions: Moral Sentiment and Democratic Deliberation (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008). Kruglanski, A.W., A. Pierro, L. Mannetti and E. De Grada, 'Groups as Epistemic Providers: Need for Closure and the Unfolding of Group-Centrism', Psychological Review, vol. 113, no. 1, 2006, pp. 84-100. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 29 Liebeskind, J.P., A.L. Oliver, L. Zucker and M. Brewer, 'Social Networks, Learning, and Flexibility: Sourcing Scientific Knowledge in New Biotechnology Firms', Organization Science, vol. 7, no. 4, 1996, pp. 428-443. Malone, T.W., The Future of Work: How the New Order of Business Will Shape Your Organization, Your Management Style, and Your Life (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2004). Manville, B. and J. Ober, 'Beyond Empowerment: Building a Company of Citizens', Harvard Business Review, vol. 81, no. 1, 2003, pp. 48-53. Manz, C.C. and H.P. Sims, 'Searching for the Unleader: Organizational Member Views on Leading Self-Managed Groups', Human Relations, vol. 37, no. 5, 1984, pp. 409-424. Margolis, J.D. and J.P. Walsh, 'Misery Loves Companies: Rethinking Social Initiatives by Business', Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 48, no. 2, 2003, pp. 268-305. Martin, S.L., H. Liao and E.M. Campbell, 'Directive Versus Empowering Leadership: A Field Experiment Comparing Impacts on Task Proficiency and Proactivity', Academy of Management Journal, vol. 56, no. 5, 2013, pp. 1372-1395. McGregor, D., The Human Side of Enterprise (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960). McMahon, C., Authority and Democracy: A General Theory of Government and Management (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994). Mercier, H. and D. Sperber, 'Why Do Humans Reason? Arguments for an Argumentative Theory', Behavioral and Brain Sciences, vol. 34, no. 2, 2011, pp. 57-74. Meyer, J.W. and B. Rowan, 'Institutionalized Organizations: Formal Structure as Myth and Ceremony', American Journal of Sociology, vol. 83, no. 2, 1977, pp. 340-363. Milliken, F.J. and E.W. Morrison, 'Shades of Silence: Emerging Themes and Future Directions for Research on Silence in Organizations', Journal of Management Studies, vol. 40, no. 6, 2003, pp. 1563-1568. Moog, S., A. Spicer and S. Bohm, 'The Politics of Multi-Stakeholder Initiatives: The Crisis of the Forest Stewardship Council', Journal of Business Ethics, vol. 128, 2015, pp. 469-493. Moriarty, J., 'Participation in the Workplace: Are Employees Special?' Journal of Business Ethics, vol. 92, no. 3, 2010, pp. 373-384. Morrell, M.E., Empathy and Democracy: Feeling, Thinking, and Deliberation (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2010). Mouffe, C., The Democratic Paradox (New York: Verso, 2000). Nelson, R.E., 'On the Shape of Verbal Networks in Organizations', Organization Studies, vol. 22, no. 5, 2001, pp. 797-823. Nickerson, R.S., 'Confirmation Bias: A Ubiquitous Phenomenon in Many Guises', Review of General Psychology, vol. 2, no. 2, 1998, pp. 175-220. Ouchi, W.G. and A.M. Jaeger, 'Type Z Organization: Stability in the Midst of Mobility', Academy of Management Review, vol. 3, no. 2, 1978, pp. 305-314. Ouchi, W.G., 'Markets, Bureaucracies, and Clans', Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 25, no. 1, 1980, pp. 129-141. Page, S.E., The Difference: How the Power of Diversity Creates Better Groups, Firms, Schools, and Societies (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2007). Petit, T.A., 'Industrial Democracy, Worker Status, and Economic-Efficiency', California Management Review, vol. 1, no. 2, 1959, pp. 66-75. Pfeffer, J., 'You're Still the Same: Why Theories of Power Hold over Time and across Contexts', Academy of Management Perspectives, vol. 27, no. 4, 2013, pp. 269-280. Pfeffer, J., Power in Organizations (Marshfield, MA: Pitman, 1981). Pinsonneault, A. and K.L. Kraemer, 'Middle Management Downsizing: An Empirical Investigation of the Impact of Information Technology', Management Science, vol. 43, no. 5, 1997, pp. 659-679. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 30 Porter, M.E. and M.R. Kramer, 'Creating Shared Value', Harvard Business Review, vol. 89, no. 1, 2011, pp. 62-77. Richardson, H.S., Democratic Autonomy: Public Reasoning about the Ends of Policy (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2002). Riker, W.H., Liberalism against Populism: A Confrontation between the Theory of Democracy and the Theory of Social Choice (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 1982). Robertson, B. J. Holacracy: The New Management System for a Rapidly Changing World. (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2015) Sanders, L.M., 'Against Deliberation', Political Theory, vol. 25, no. 3, 1997, pp. 347-376. Sankowski, E., 'Freedom, Work, and the Scope of Democracy', Ethics, vol. 91, no. 2, 1981, pp. 228242. Sauser, W.I., 'Sustaining Employee Owned Companies: Seven Recommendations', Journal of Business Ethics, vol. 84, no. 2, 2009, pp. 151-164. Selznick, P., TVA and the Grass Roots: A Study in the Sociology of Formal Organization (Berkeley; Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1949). Simon, H.A., Administrative Behavior: A Study of Decision-Making Processes in Administrative Organization (New York: Macmillan Co., 1947). Simons, R., 'Control in an Age of Empowerment', Harvard Business Review, vol. 73, no. 2, 1995, pp. 80-88. Slater, P.E. and W.G. Bennis, 'Democracy Is Inevitable [Reprinted from HBR, March-April, 1964]', Harvard Business Review, vol. 68, no. 5, 1990, pp. 167-176. Slater, P.E., 'Role Differentiation in Small Groups', American Sociological Review, vol. 20, no. 3, 1955, pp. 300-310. Sorge, A., 'The Evolution of Industrial Democracy in the Countries of the European Community', British Journal of Industrial Relations, vol. 14, no. 1, 1976, pp. 274-294. Spreitzer, G.M., 'Social Structural Characteristics of Psychological Empowerment', Academy of Management Journal, vol. 39, no. 2, 1996, pp. 483-504. Starkey, K., C. Barnatt and S. Tempest, 'Beyond Networks and Hierarchies: Latent Organizations in the U.K. Television Industry', Organization Science, vol. 11, no. 3, 2000, pp. 299-305. Sunstein, C.R., Republic.com (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2001). Sunstein, C.R., Why Societies Need Dissent (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003). Tajfel, H. and J.C. Turner, 'The Social Identity Theory of Intergroup Behavior', in W.B. Gudykunst and Y.Y. Kim (Eds.), Readings on Communicating with Strangers (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 2007). Tangirala, S. and R. Ramanujam, 'Exploring Nonlinearity in Employee Voice: The Effects of Personal Control and Organizational Identification', Academy of Management Journal, vol. 51, no. 6, 2008, pp. 1189-1203. Thomas, K.W. and B.A. Velthouse, 'Cognitive Elements of Empowerment: An Interpretive Model of Intrinsic Task Motivation', Academy of Management Review, vol. 15, no. 4, 1990, pp. 666-681. Volberda, H.W., 'Toward the Flexible Form: How to Remain Vital in Hypercompetitive Environments', Organization Science, vol. 7, no. 4, 1996, pp. 359-374. Warner, M., 'Yugoslav 'Self-Management' and Industrial Relations in Transition', Industrial Relations Journal, vol. 23, no. 3, 1990, pp. 209-220. Weber, M., Essays in Sociology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946). Weber, M., The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (New York: Oxford University Press, 1947). Williamson, O.E, 'Transaction Cost Economics and the Carnegie Connection', Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, vol. 31, no. 2, 1996, pp. 149-155. Williamson, O.E., 'The Economics of Organization: The Transaction Cost Approach', American Journal of Sociology, vol. 87, no. 3, 1981, pp. 548-577. Battilana, Fuerstein, Lee, "New Prospects for Organizational Democracy?" 31 Wingfield, N., 'Valve, a Video Game Maker with Few Rules', New York Times, Sep. 8, 2012. Zeitoun, H., M. Osterloh and B.S. Frey, 'Learning from Ancient Athens: Demarchy and Corporate Governance', Academy of Management Perspectives, vol. 28, no. 1, 2014, pp. 1-14. Zenger, T.R., 'Crafting Internal Hybrids: Complementarities, Common Change Initiatives, and the Team-Based Organization', International Journal of the Economics of Business, vol. 9, no. 1, 2002, pp. 79-95.